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“Watch Me Move”. Winsor McCay’s Animated Vaudeville
Winsor McCay is known to cultural historians, and to those members of the general public
who are aware of him, as an innovator in the graphic arts. He is famed for "Little Nemo in
Slumberland" and "Dreams of the Rarebit Fiend." Animation specialists furthermore have
long acknowledged his role as a pioneer of hand-drawn animated cartoons, especially his
Winsor McCay, the Famous Cartoonist of the N.Y. Evening Herald and His Moving Comics
(better known simply as Little Nemo, 1911) and Gertie (also known as Gertie the Dinosaur,
1914). What is usually not acknowledged, however, is that these film works were a
continuation of the live stage aesthetics and traditions of the day, not a departure from
them. This paper will redirect our attention to McCay as a performance artist. For years
before his first animated experiments, he was a regular on the vaudeville theater circuits of
the early twentieth century. The films were not merely influenced by vaudeville; they were
vaudeville.
McCay introduced his first effort at bringing his cartoon drawings to the screen in Little
Nemo with the prophetic caption, "Watch Me Move!" It was an uncanny echo of Galileo's
"And yet it moves." Like the irresistible movement of the heavens that the Renaissance
observer could not deny, once we see static sketches of comic characters, a dragon, or an
extinct reptile moving on the stage-screen, there is no turning back. Movement and life no
longer can be separated, in art as in science.
McCay's career as a stage and screen artist highlights the hybridity of early cinema’s
"transition period," when emerging film forms had not entirely separated themselves from
their theatrical antecedents. When he first presented Gertie, for example, it was in the
context of the live animal acts (elephants, lions, dogs, etc.) with which audiences were
familiar. To some extent, the "trained" dinosaur that reluctantly dances to the showman’s
tune before a theater audience is a satire of this established popular theatrical genre.
I'll briefly present a chronology of McCay's stage presentations, which I have mined from a
variety of archival documents. This provides the factual context for the natural connections
between his presence as a stage entertainer and the mixed function (quasi-live, we might
say) of his animated films on vaudeville programs.
In addition to exploring the connection between animated movement and the belief in
created life that would have fascinated McCay’s original audiences, this paper also will
introduce The Gertie Project. This is an ongoing research and restoration endeavor being
carried out by the Cinémathèque Québécoise and the National Film Board of Canada to
reconstruct the original "live" performances of Winsor McCay and his adorable trained
beast.
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